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WHY IS MONEY SUCH A
SENSITIVE SUBJECT?

1. We care about money. 
2. Money has led to hurt feelings. 

3. Money has been viewed as something nasty. 



Myths are what
enough people believe,

but are not true.

Leading to
unnecessary fears

and false hope.
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MONEY = HAPPINESS

IF MONEY BUYS HAPPINESS:

Why do the wealthiest cities in the world
have the most miserable people in the
world?
 
Why do the countries with the fastest
growing economies also have the
highest rates of anxiety and depression?



“What good will it be for
someone to gain the whole
world, yet forfeit their
soul?”

MATTHEW 16:26

INTERNAL WEALTH V. EXTERNAL WEALTH 
(PROSPEROUS SOUL V. PROSPEROUS BUSINESS)



"In your presence there is fullness of
joy…"

PSALM 16:11

"A single day in your courts is better
than a thousand anywhere else! I
would rather be a gatekeeper in the
house of my God than live the good
life in the homes of the wicked."

PSALM 84:10
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MONEY = 
SELF-WORTH

“While money helps many things, it has
little long-term impact on our self-worth.”
– Charles Richards, The Psychology of
Wealth, p. 78

“Money tends not to solve personal
problems; money solves money
problems.”
– Szifra Birke, Psychologist and Wealth
Counselor



“While money helps many things,
it has little long-term impact on
our self-worth.”
  

– Charles Richards, The Psychology of
Wealth, p. 78

“Money tends not to solve
personal problems; money solves
money problems.”
  

– Szifra Birke, Psychologist and Wealth
Counselor



Ideal 
Parenting

1. Unconditional love

2. Called to dream and discipline



"But by the grace of God I am
what I am, and his grace to
me was not without effect.
No, I worked harder than all of
them–yet not I, but the grace
of God that was with me."

1 CORINTHIANS 15:10
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kinds of evil.” – 1 Timothy 6:10
 
IF MONEY IS EVIL, WHY IS
ABUNDANCE AND RICHES IN
HEAVEN?

MONEY = EVIL



RESEARCH BY LISA A. KEISTER,
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY

Median net worth of Jewish people: $150,890
Median net worth of other religions (liberal Christians) people: $48,200

Median net worth of conversation Christians: $26,200



What Jews
Believe:

“Jewish people view wealth as a
blessing and look down on poverty
because it cannot help anyone.” 
– H.W. Charles, The Money Code, p. 5

What
CHRISTIANS
Believe:

“Many schools of Greek philosophy held
a belief that all physical matter was
flawed. Only that which was spirit could
be perfect. Many concepts of Greek
thinking were incorporated into Christian
doctrine.” 
– HW Charles, The Money Code, p. 23



"A good person leaves an inheritance for
their children's children” 

– Proverbs 13:22
 

How many of God’s servants were
materially blessed?

DO WE MINIMIZE THE
OLD TESTAMENT? Jesus

was
poor,

wasn’t
he?



Money is a

revealer,

not a

corruptor.

“For where your treasure is,
there your heart will be

also.”

LUKE 6:21


